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Breaking the silence again
Andrew Nevins
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Weekly
Edition

Friday, Dec. 7 marks the marks the
22nd annual Silent Night game as the
Trojans face off against Grace Christian University in hopes of going 22–0
all-time in the event.
Prior to becoming one of the most
unique sporting events in the country, Silent Night was a fairly low key
event in which students would wear
pajamas to the last home game before finals.
Afterward, everyone would make
their way to the Hodson Dining Commons to hear then president Jay Kesler read “The Night Before Christmas.”
Those who have attended Silent
Night in the years since know that
the tradition is nothing like its humble beginnings over two decades ago.
Nearly two-thousand people pack
into Odle Arena’s cramped spaces
hours before game time, in anticipation of one of college basketball’s
most electrifying and entertaining atmospheres.
Some have even gone as far as to
spend the night in the lobby outside the gymnasium doors, hoping
to take control of the coveted oncourt seating.
Sophomore Theo Cook took
part in this campout prior to last
year’s game.
“It was really my friend Noah Jurgensen’s idea,” Cook said. “It was
partly about getting good seats and
partly about just getting excited for
the game.”
Cook added that he hopes to pass
the tradition on to other members on
his wing this year.
All this hype surrounding a midseason, out of conference, NAIA basketball game may seem a bit out of
place to the casual onlooker, but to
anyone that’s gotten to experience
the ins and outs of the tradition, the
whole thing makes perfect sense.
“(Silent Night) is something that
you don’t even have to be a sports fan

to appreciate,” said senior guard Evan
Crowe. “It’s really good, especially for
our community, for everyone to come
together and do something.”
Crowe added that Silent Night is
special to him because it’s something
that no other college basketball team
in the country gets to experience, especially at the NAIA level.
He especially loves the pregame
warmup in which the team gets the
opportunity to take in the atmosphere before turning its focus to
the game.
“My favorite part is when we’re all
just shooting around, waiting, and
then everyone sprints in and you
get to see the crazy costumes,” Crowe
said. “We’re not even warming up at
that point, we’re just looking around
enjoying the moment.”
Everyone in the building on that
Friday night is anticipating a game
that marks the highlight of the first
semester for many.
Head Coach Josh Andrews is looking forward to guiding his Trojans to
yet another Silent Night victory, and
is excited that his guys get to play in
such a fun atmosphere.
“If you’re a basketball player, who
wouldn’t want to play in that game,”
Andrews said. “On that night, on Friday night, we’ve got the best homecourt atmosphere in the world. And
I’d like to know who has a better environment to play a basketball game
than we do on that Friday night.”
That’s a strong statement considering the fact that Taylor is a school
of approximately two-thousand
students with a high school sized
gym. However, anyone that has had
the privilege of attending the game
knows Andrews’ words are spot on.
Cook said he agrees with Andrews
and believes Silent Night is one of
the most entertaining sports atmospheres, especially for a regular season game.
“Most colleges don’t do anything
that hype even for playoff games,”
Cook said. “There really isn’t anything like it when you look at college
sports traditions.”
As the game ball is thrown into the
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Senior Jake Heggeland scores the tenth point during last year’s Silent Night game.

air to be tipped, the crowd falls silent.
Not a sound is made until the ball
meets the mesh for the home team’s
tenth point of the night.
When the scoreboard finally flashes ten, the crowd erupts and the players sprint to the bench as the court is
rushed by the raucous student body.
Once the silence is broken, the cheers
don’t stop until the court is clear and
the gym doors are locked for the
night. Just before the final buzzer
sounds, the whole crowd links arms
and sings Silent Night together to

finish off the tradition.
“I think it shows off the creativity of young people, and it shows off
the community, and just the spirit,”
Andrews said. “The fact that a really simple idea, but very creative one
can kind of be rallied around a basketball game and be such a special
event. It’s hard to put into words, it’s
such a cool deal.”
The 22nd annual Silent Night game
will tip off on Friday Dec. 7 at 6 p.m.
in Odle Arena.
echo@taylor.edu
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“‘This chapel, like many others, is a
wonderful example of the desire for our
campus community to honor Christ and
celebrate Him in and through our whole
lives!’ Cavanagh said.”
Chapel hosts Candles and Carols
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Staff Writer

On Dec. 7 at 10 a.m. in Rediger Chapel,
Taylor University will be hosting the
annual Silent Night chapel, traditionally called Candles and Carols.
Campus Pastor, Reverend Jon Cavanagh gave a brief backdrop of how Taylor came up with the idea of Candles
and Carols. Every December, Cavanagh is filled with joy to see how happy
this small tradition greatly impacts
those who attend.
“Candles and Carols is a Taylor tradition inspired by worship services in
the local church and used in chapel
to help celebrate the Advent Season,”
Cavanagh said. “I personally enjoy
the energy and enthusiasm during
this last chapel of the semester, the
end of the semester academically, and
the Christmas season all being funneled into a focused time of worship
and celebration.”
Candles and Carols happens to be
one of Taylor’s most attended chapel
events. Each year, the Taylor community takes this time to reflect on Jesus’
birth by singing a numerous amount
of traditional Christmas hymns that
sparks emotion in students.
To end this special chapel event, the
community participates in a candle
lighting ceremony. As the lights are
turned off, students light each others’ candles until the entire body of
students has an individually lit candle. They then proceed to sing “Silent
Night” while holding up their lit candles. The candles are a representation
of the light of Jesus Christ coming into
the world as our Savior.
Cavanagh said that he believes that
this event is one that can truly spark or
rekindle Taylor students’ love for Jesus.
“This chapel, like many others, is
a wonderful example of the desire
for our campus community to honor Christ and celebrate Him in and
through our whole lives!” Cavanagh said.
This event is also significant as
many people see it as a pre-event to
the annual Silent Night basketball
game which is held every year in the
Odle gymnasium on the same night as
Candles and Carols.
Senior and Student Ministries member Gabe Short spoke passionately
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The candles are used to signify the Advent season.
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Students from all walks of life come together to celebrate the Christmas season.

about this special event and his views
on it. Short’s favorite part about Candles and Carols is by far the reactions
of those attending this chapel.
“I love how excited people get for
this chapel service,” Short said. “I believe this service marks a time in the
year when people have the opportunity to reflect on their time at Taylor and
God’s faithfulness.”
Short believes that last year’s Candles and Carols was one of the best
attended chapel services of the year.

He also believes that this year’s turn
out will be even greater than last year’s.
Short said that this specific chapel
positively impacts all those who attend as it acts as a subtle, yet powerful reminder that there is hope for each
of us because Christ came to save us
from our sinful ways.
Junior track and field athlete Walliscia McKinney favors this chapel
event over any of the other chapel
events held during the Fall semester because she believes it is more

intimate than any other chapel held
during the semester.
“Christmas is my favorite holiday of
the year, so I always enjoy the Silent
Night chapel,” McKinney said. “I’ve
always loved this chapel in particular
because everybody worships, it’s not
just the people on stage.”
Both Short and McKinney encourage all students, parents, faculty and
alumni to attend if possible. The presence and love felt during this service
is so impactful that it leaves a permanent memory of this event in the
minds of all those who attend.
Short firmly believes that the service is something that students will
remember from their time at Taylor
for years to come, and he looks forward to seeing how the service turns
out this year.
All are encouraged to come out and
close out the Fall semester as a community remembering the birth of our
Savior who died so willingly so that
He could be with us for eternity. Cavanagh appreciates and encourages each student to take an hour out
of your Friday morning to celebrate
with him.
“Thank you,” Cavanagh said. “Your
participation in chapel makes it what
it is!”
echo@taylor.edu

A Taylor family Christmas decorating tradition
Ken and Joanne Taylor
decorate for tradition
Gabby Carlson
Co-Editor in Chief

Before December rolls around the
corner, Joanne Taylor starts bringing the Christmas decorations down
from the attic. Each box brims with
decor and is labeled for the room
with which the contents will reside
in for the next five weeks. Two days
are spent unpacking and setting up
each room, many of which contain
themes such as Santas, reindeer, the
Nativity, angels and Christmas decor
from around the world.
Five trees stand too tall to reach
the top with lights outdoors. Husband of 51 years, Ken Taylor, director of retention, assists Joanne with
this project. With a stick in hand,
they move the lights until they are
perfectly set outside. However, these
trees do not hold a candle to the 14foot tall tree in the main living room
of their home.
The main Christmas tree is ordained with lights, sentimental ornaments and an angel on top. Some of
these ornaments have been passed
down for generations in the family,
and some they simply acquire a new
one in the collection every year.
An example of this would be the
White House ornaments available
for purchase each year that hang
from the tall branches. Joanne believes they have around thirty years
worth of these ornaments.
“Joanne’s mother used to buy her
one every year,” Ken said. “And since
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Ken and Joanne Taylor celebrate the season with tradition and joy.

she passed away in 2002, I make it a
tradition to make sure to buy her one
with a little note that says, ‘You are
special,’ or ‘You are loved.’”
The Taylor family is all about tradition. They believe tradition gives
connection, and tradition speaks love,
because things feel the same. However, they aren’t opposed to new tradition either.
Tradition is tied into their decorations as well. There is a nativity
set Joanne’s mother made in the living room, to compliment the nativity theme. There is a Santa above the
fridge made by Ken’s father, and many

other decorations originate from family members’ homemade gifts.
A German tradition the Taylors
practice is hiding a 6-inch pickle ornament in their tree, and having their
grandchildren search for it. According to Joanne, it only took her granddaughter 31 seconds this year.
Before Christmas day, Joanne bakes
holiday rolls, that originated with
her grandmother, for 19 friends and
neighbors.
“I try to time them right, because
some of the neighbors like to save
their rolls for Christmas Day with
their families, so I usually make those

the weekend right before Christmas,”
Joanne said.
The two weekends prior to Christmas, she bakes and packages the rolls,
while Ken delivers them to all of their
neighbors.
After all of the baking and decorating, Christmas season is structured
a little differently with the Taylors.
Most people worldwide would consider Dec. 25 as Christmas Day. However, the Taylors are not most people.
“We wanted our kids to be able to
spend Dec. 25 with their families, so
for us, Christmas Eve is Dec. 26 and
Christmas Day is Dec. 27,” Joanne said.

Christmas is held at their daughter’s in Warsaw where Joanne prepares a feast and ordains the table
with ornate Christmas decor.
All of the grandchildren sleep under the tree with her after watching silent, black and white Christmas films
from Joanne’s childhood. Then on Dec.
27, when the house is asleep, Ken and
Joanne wake up early to set each person’s presents under the tree.
“We are steeped in tradition,” Joanne said.
A traditional breakfast of monkey
bread in the shape of a Christmas tree
and egg casserole awaits the family
when they awake.
Each year, new items enter the
Christmas collection, but the tradition and sentimental pieces continue. The Taylors may have the most
extensive Christmas collection, but
according to Joanne, they decorate for
every holiday.
“Growing up, we celebrated every holiday,” Joanne said. “We would
have people for St. Patrick’s Day, and
we weren’t even Irish.”
Pumpkins and scarecrows bring in
the fall, red, white and blue decor is
up for the Memorial Day and Fourth of
July season and their front trees keep
their red and green lights all year long
– the red turned back on for Valentine’s
Day, and the green for St. Patrick’s Day.
Joanne’s favorite part of decorating is sitting by the fire and seeing its
completion.
“Tradition brings sweet memories
with family,” Joanne said. “And it’s special to bring back special people who
loved me and that reflects what Christ
did for us.”
echo@taylor.edu
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“When it comes to community, video games
and gamers often get a bad rap. Sometimes,
I think there’s a point to that. Playing alone
in your room all the time with a pair of
headphones clamped to your scalp is not going
to build friendships.”
Multiplayer video games build community
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Film crimes committed in ‘The Crimes of Grindelwald’
A critical view of the new
Fantastic Beasts film
Landon Hilst
Staff Writer

Magic has struck the theaters with
the newest entry into the world of
Harry Potter.
“Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of
Grindelwald” is the sequel to “Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them,” released in 2016. David Yates
directs the wizards and witches of
the wizarding world for the sixth
time while J.K. Rowling herself wrote
the script.
There are many things to like with
the prequel series “Fantastic Beasts,”
but J.K. Rowling’s script for “The
Crimes of Grindelwald” is a mess,
no way around it. There are so many
story beats to keep track of that it
becomes a chore to keep up with,
leading to a jumbled final act. The
first “Beasts” film had a far simpler
story as well as an element of whimsy that worked very well. While seen
here and there, “The Crimes of Grindelwald” has largely disregarded the
whimsy for a much darker tone that
feels like a step backward.
An impending war between NoMaj’s and wizards is brewing in early
’20s Europe. Having escaped capture
from New York, Grindelwald ( Johnny Depp) leads the charge to expose
the wizarding community. It is up to
Newt Scamander (Eddie Redmayne),

Graphic by Liam Brettenny

working closely with a young Albus
Dumbledore (Jude Law) to put a stop
to the radical sorcerer’s plans.
Joining Newt are his New York
acquaintances, Tina and Queenie Goldstein and Jacob Kowalski,
a fan-favorite non-magical human
embroiled in the wizarding world
by accident. Additionally, Ezra Miller is back as Credence Barebone due
to surviving his berserk Obscurial

rampage in “Beasts.”
This only covers half of the story
J.K. Rowling stuffs into her bloated
screenplay. A more focused story following the characters from the first
film would have been much more effective in terms of story flow. Added
plots such as the relationship between Newt’s former flame and his
brother, Theseus, as well the subplot
with Credence should have taken a

backseat to Newt Scamander and
his friends overcoming Grindelwald.
Sadly, the film forces our main protagonists, and the beasts themselves,
to share the spotlight with less compelling characters.
But this is a Potterverse film afterall, and there are many fun callbacks sprinkled throughout the film
to satisfy fans. There are good things
in this movie, best of which comes in

Multiplayer video games build community

The personal side
of video games
Tim Pietz
Contributor

I come from a competitive family.
By “competitive,” I mean when my
dad taught me chess at age five, he
would beat me and rub it in my face.
Naturally, my brothers and I are pretty
intense when it comes to games. Maybe that’s why single player video games
bore me.
Yes, a single player game can be a
puzzle, a test of skill or a gamble of luck.
But if there’s no one to trash-talk, what’s
the point?
My middle brother and I started playing Mario Kart when I was 10. As my
youngest brother and sister got older,
they joined in. Now, when me and my
middle brother came back from our respective colleges over breaks, we still
play it.
We’ve memorized the minutia of
every course. We’ve analyzed and
over-strategized our vehicle-character
combos. We’ve unlocked every possible character, vehicle and style of Mario
overalls in the game. But we still play it.
Why?
Because every race is different.

Graphic by Liam Brettenny

That’s the great thing about multiplayer games. You aren’t playing
against a half-decent computer who
does the same thing every time. You
aren’t even playing against a difficult computer who is hard to predict.
You’re playing in person against human beings with all their emotions,
verbal reactions, gameplay quirks
and personalities.
It’s nice to beat a CPU, but let’s be
honest. There are few things more

satisfying than hitting your brother’s
kart with a Bob-omb, watching him
blast sky-high and zipping beneath
him for a first-place finish. It’s something you can tease him about. It’s
something you can laugh with him
about. It’s something that builds memories together.
But the fun doesn’t stop at home. I
don’t know how many times I’ve seen
guys playing League of Legends together in a dorm lobby or a game of

Super Smash Bros. in someone’s room
(Super Smash Bros. Ultimate is set to
release Dec. 7, by the way).
Actually, I think one of the easiest
ways to invite people into your dorm
room is to play a well-known video
game with the door open. Inviting
someone to join in on a video game
doesn’t require a lot of conversation. It
doesn’t even require eye contact, since
everyone’s watching the screen. But it’s
easy to loosen up once you get into the
game, once you start talking about a
favorite character or strategy, or once
your teammate makes a great (or terrible) move.
When it comes to community, video games and gamers often get a bad
rap. Sometimes, I think there’s a point
to that. Playing alone in your room all
the time with a pair of headphones
clamped to your scalp is not going to
build friendships. But with a multiplayer game, all you need to do is prop
your door open, grab a handful of controllers, and say, “Hey! Anyone up for
some Mario Kart?”
So give it a try! Maybe even create a
tournament. It’s a great opportunity to
bring a floor together.
Just one word of warning: you’d better invite me.
echo@taylor.edu

the form of Grindelwald and Dumbledore’s relationship.
Law is an excellent young Albus
Dumbledore. Subdued and delightfully arrogant, Law’s performance
is one of the brightest spots in the
film. The history between the two
wizards is interesting and adds
depth to each character. Depp may
have faced controversy for the role
initially and while it isn’t one of
Depp’s best performances, Grindelwald is effective as the franchises
grand antagonist, with enough sinister flare to give Voldemort himself
a run for his money.
New and old collide in “Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald,” resulting in a somewhat (Le)
strange and confusing tale to prevent the impending war. But there
is still magic to be had here as Newt
and Jacob always have fun interactions and the epic magical battles
stun as usual.
While films should largely be reviewed as a single entity, It’s hard
not to compare the strengths of
“Fantastic Beasts: And Where to
Find Them” to the obvious weaknesses of “The Crimes of Grindelwald.” Heading out to theaters over
the weekend to catch a showing is
a must for fans of the Harry Potter
universe, but general audiences may
want to wait for the home release,
with the luxury of rewinding to fully enjoy it.
echo@taylor.edu

A&E
Stay Up To Date

Jonathan Bouw Art Exhibit
Today — Dec. 7
8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Metcalf Gallery

C.S. Lewis and Friends
Tea
Today — 4 p.m.
Zondervan 142

A Night of Commedia
Dec. 8 — 7 p.m.
Mitchell Theatre

POET’S CORNER

Rice Pilaf Rings
Dec. 11 — 8 p.m.
Recital Hall

What kind of world do we pretend to live in
where we judge each other by appearances
when we all started out the exact same—
naked, scared, and bursting with life?
—Chrysa Keenon

Muncie Masterworks Chorale
Vivaldi’s Gloria
Dec. 15 — 7:30 p.m.
High Street United Methodist
Church
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Meet the editors: Rayce Patterson and Holly Gaskill
Get to know the minds
behind the News page
Victoria Lawson
Staff Writer

Freshman Holly Gaskill and junior
Rayce Patterson have two things in
common: they are both editors for
the News section of The Echo and
they both believe their hobbies and
interests have prepared them for this
challenging role.
In high school, Gaskill was involved
in her school’s yearbook and led her
peers as president of the spirit committee, which includes planning and
organizing big school events such as
homecoming. Her love for writing
and communication led her to write
freelance devotionals and eventually features for her hometown paper,
The Berne Witness, where she discovered her love of nonfiction. For Gaskill, the connections are what make
it all worthwhile.
“I love people and I love their stories and the kind of testimonies you
see all around,” Gaskill said. “I like
the news side, but it’s the people that
really get me excited. I love writing
wherever I am, but I hope that’s integrated somehow — reaching out to
others in my environment.”
News writing has been challenging
for Holly since her niche is features,
but she manages to keep grounded despite the demands of being an
editor for such a quickly changing
section.
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Rayce Patterson and Holly Gaskill are the co-editors of the News section this year.

Holly’s experience working with
young children at a daycare in high
school taught her how to cope with
the pressure of a fast-paced job.
“Every day was kind of a different
tornado,” Gaskill said. “You just roll
with the punches and do the best you
can… doing that helped me keep a
level head. It’s kind of stressful when
two stories drop out — it’s a stressful
moment — but it doesn’t overwhelm
. . . it’s just keeping a level head and
having a positive outlook.”
Playing in the band as a flute player and other extracurricular activities also helped her to prepare for
her work in The Echo. By meeting

Holiday Gift Guide
Because you need
to know what to buy
for those you love
Kassidy Weemhoff
& Lauren Rink
Life & Times Co-Editor

It’s that time of year again. The time
when broke college students attempt
to buy inexpensive, yet meaningful
gifts for their friends. Today, we present you with some ideas that might
take some of the pressure off as you
attempt to pick out gifts for your favorite people.
We have included both general
ideas and specific brands to get your
creative, generous juices flowing.
There’s nothing more satisfying than
finding that perfect gift for someone and seeing the look on their face
when they open it.
To help you on your gift-giving journey, take a look at our list and consider these items the next time you’re at
your favorite store. Whether it’s a sentimental treasure from the heart or a
gag gift to get a laugh, this compilation is sure to spark your imagination.
Guys:
Pricey:
Watch
Cologne
Wallet
Sweet Subscription Boxes:
Sockbox.com – Sock of the Month
Club
Gentleman’s Box – Clothing subscription box for men
Dollar Shave Club
Budget Friendly:

Personalized coupons ( free back
massage, etc.)
Mugs
Pens
Socks
A hat
A box of their favorite snacks
Unique:
Brain Putty (basically silly putty
for adults)
Personalized Bobble Head
Knock Knock Office Sticky Notes
Girls:
Pricey:
Diffuser and Essential Oils
Book Bundle:
“Crazy Rich Asians” by Kevin Kwan
“Becoming” by Michelle Obama
“Girl, Wash Your Face” by Rachel
Hollis
“Harry Potter” Boxed Set by J.K.
Rowling
Budget-friendly:
Mugs
Journals
Small cactuses or plants
Headbands
Photos/memories with little notes
Slippers or fuzzy socks
Unique:
Build a box! - https://greetabl.com/
builder Hand lettering kit
Locally sourced coffee/tea/
kombucha
A Boomf Box –– look it up!

If all else fails, a Target gift card will
suffice for just about anyone.
We hope that this inspires you to do
some shopping for your friends this
season. Remember that Jesus gave his
life for you, so the least you can do
is spend a few bucks on your friends.
echo@taylor.edu
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Freshman Gabriele Sundelius, Sophomore RaeAnne Hankla and
sophomore Caroline Massey exchange their gifts for each other.

people from all walks of life with
different interests, Gaskill learned
an important journalistic truth:
there are always many perspectives
on an issue. Learning this early on
equipped Gaskill for news writing
since news reporters must interact
with diverse groups of people.
Patterson was also involved in
band in high school, playing mellophone in the marching band and
french horn in the concert band,
which he still plays in the Taylor orchestra. In addition to his role as a
musician, Patterson once worked
as stage manager at his high school
theater productions. Both of these

team-oriented experiences taught
him the importance of knowing his
role as a part of a larger picture.
“In the overall machine that is The
Echo, we’re sending out an 8–10 page
paper every week,” Patterson said.
“Everybody’s got a spot. Especially in
marching band, it’s about uniformity as opposed to actually expressing
yourself — in theater the individual
shines, while in marching band the
group shines… it’s understanding
that I am part of the overall mechanism that is The Echo.”
Patterson said one of the challenges he faces as News Co-Editor
is his temptation to accomplish everything himself. He is learning that
the old adage, “if you want something done right the first time do it
yourself,” is not necessarily true in
all circumstances.
One other area of Patterson’s life
that crosses over into his position at
The Echo is his love for the fantasy tabletop role-playing game Dungeons & Dragons. He believes the
storytelling aspect of the game has
helped him in his nonfiction story
development as a way to channel
his creativity.
Patterson’s dream is to become a
voice actor, and Dungeons & Dragons has helped him practice his
improv skills. Improv has not only
helped him improve his creativity
and communication, but his ability
to cope with staying calm when stories drop, sources fall through and
deadlines approach.

“I think improv is a very useful skill
no matter what you end up doing,”
Patterson said. “Just being able to
think on your feet and react to situations that happen in all aspects
of life.”
The two have very different levels of experience, as Gaskill was
placed into News Co-Editor two
weeks before the semester began,
and Rayce has worked in various
positions at The Echo since his
freshman year.
Despite this gap, Gaskill and Patterson have proved themselves to
be an unstoppable pair this semester. Alan Blanchard, the associate
professor of journalism and adviser of The Echo, is proud of their
hard work.
“You always wonder how students
will handle the added responsibility of serving as an editor,” Blanchard
said. “It’s more responsibility than
serving as a reporter in that an editor is responsible for assigning and
editing stories and helping to develop the reporting and writing skills
of their student reporters. But I’ve
been amazed at how quickly both
Rayce and Holly have learned their
roles and how accurately, efficiently
and quickly they work. On a personal note, I appreciate their sense of
humor and the way they manage to
have fun while working each week on
our award-winning student newspaper. They’re a great team that works
well together.”
echo@taylor.edu

Making the most of a study abroad experience
Insights from the
Intercultural Research Team
Rachel O’Connor
Contributor

According to the 2018 Open Doors survey, Taylor University is ranked fifth on
the list of baccalaureate colleges leading the nation in study abroad programs.
After spending even a short amount of
time at Taylor, it is clear that intercultural experiences, including semester study
abroad programs, are highly valued and
encouraged on campus.
Since 2006, Taylor University’s Intercultural Research Team has collected
data on the growth that occurs in students who participate in semester study
abroad programs. A Preparation, Reflection and Debriefing (PRD) questionnaire
is frequently administered by the team
to trip leaders and used to understand
how the quality of those three areas relate to student growth as a result of the
trips. Through analyzing the data, the
team has found that the most influential
part of an intercultural experience, even
more than the length of the trip, is the
preparation, reflection and debriefing.
The team cannot control much of the
PRD process, but they are able to significantly aid in the debriefing process.
A night of debriefing is provided by the
team to Taylor students who have recently returned from study abroad trips.
These debriefing nights generally occur
2–4 months after the students have returned to the U.S. While it is meaningful
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Taylor students enjoy studying abroad in many different locations.

to debrief at the end of a study abroad
experience, research has shown value in
debriefing again roughly four months after the return home. This is, in part, because students often have new insights
into their experience a few months out
from it. Taylor students have reflected this
research by giving positive feedback on
the usefulness of the debriefing nights.
While attending a debriefing night is
beneficial, students are still likely to feel
like they have more to process. Therefore, it is important to understand what
students can do to aid in their own debriefing experience.
Research suggests that one of the
most beneficial ways to effectively debrief from a study abroad experience is
to talk to other people about it. Telling
stories to those who are willing to listen
and taking the time to explain significant memories, rather than assuming
no one will understand, are both effective ways to debrief by talking to people.
Another effective way to debrief after
a study abroad experience is to write

about it. Not everyone enjoys writing,
but regardless of natural inclination or
skill-set, writing allows anyone to slow
down and sort through thoughts and
feelings that can be complicated. In addition to writing, those who are more artistically inclined might enjoy posting,
printing out or hanging up pictures from
their experience as a way to be consistently reminded of it. Furthermore, those
who enjoy both writing and taking pictures might find scrapbooking a beneficial debriefing tactic.
Finally, it is helpful for students to stay
in contact with any friends, American
or not, that they made while they were
abroad. This way, students have people to reminisce about their experience
with as well as relate to about the often-complicated process of re-entry into
life in the U.S. Overall, although studying
abroad is a complex experience, the acts
of preparation, reflection and debriefing will enhance the experience and help
students make the most of it.
echo@taylor.edu

Open houses of November and December

The ranking you have been waiting for
November & December
Open Houses

Decor

Wing
Involvement

Overall
Experience

Originality

TOTAL

11/08

2nd Center Wengatz
Slumber Party

3

4

4

5

16

11/13

2Breu
Hunger Games

5

4

4

4

17

11/27

English
Christmas

5

5

4

4

18

11/28

Gerig
Christmas

4

3

3

5

15

11/28

Berg
Christmas

4

4

4

4

16

11/28

Olson
Christmas

3

5

4

4

16

11/29

Sammy Christmas
Open Houses

5

5

4

4

19

11/29

1E Wengatz
Summer Camp

4

5

4

5

18

““I love people and I love their stories and the kind
of testimonies you see all around,” Gaskill said. “I
like the news side, but it’s the people that really get
me excited.”
Meet the editors: Rayce Patterson and
Holly Gaskill
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TAY L O R U N I V E R S I T Y
SURVIVAL GUIDE
Survival
Guide FAQ
Alyssa Roat
Staff Writer

Christmas break approaches, the
merriest time of year!
But there’s one thing you’ll be missing: your friends.
So what do you do during Christmas break when you’re longing for
your best buds? When the loneliness
creeps in? When you can hardly remember what it’s like to speak with

someone your age?
Don’t worry. We’ve got you covered.
Text constantly.
If your fingers aren’t flying, do you
really love your friends? When your
family is sitting around the tree or
at the dinner table, ignore them and
keep up the conversations with your
friends. It’s been two whole days
since you’ve seen them, after all.
For extra points, send some Snapchats with your family scowling in
the background.

Down
1. What you want for Christmas (not 2 front teeth)
2. Number of days of
Christmas
3. What the Herald Angels
sang
4. A little town
5. State of the mid-winter
8. Where the reindeer pause
9. Caught kissing Santa Claus
11. Second words to the song
are 19 down
12. A sound heard merrily on
high
13. Heard on Christmas day
15. The original Christmas
season
19. When the stars shine
brightly
For the answers to this week’s
crossword email lauren_rink@
taylor.edu

Like every post on social media.
At Christmas dinner, you should
be scrolling through Facebook at
the speed of light, liking all of your
friends’ pictures of their Christmas dinners, commenting with “So

Talk about nothing but your college friends.
No one back home wants to talk
about anything but your pals at college, we guarantee it. Don’t try to
make new memories or catch up; be
sure to remind everyone how much
your friends mean to you.
Print out their pictures and stare
at them.
The above may not be enough. You
may have to take drastic action. Print
out pictures of your friends and hang
them up everywhere you can, no matter where you are.
Dress stuffed animals as your
friends and hang out.

If you have some stuffed animals,
you can paste pictures of your friends’
faces on them and set them up in a
typical hang out spot. If anyone asks,
you’re busy.
Return to college.
Finally, break will be over. You will
return to college where you’ll greet
your friends with exuberance. You’re
all together again! Break was hard,
but you’re back!
Long for break once again.
Oh, yeah. College means homework, deadlines and stress. And your
friends are driving you nuts. And
somehow, you don’t remember if you
talked to your little sister at all… and
did you ever meet up with your best
friend from high school?
Man , you can’t wait until
spring break.
echo@taylor.edu

TheWeekly
BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE

Weekly
Crossword
Across
6. Ran grandma over
7. O Come, O Come
10. A snowman’s name
12. A little percussion male
14. Bearing gifts & following
yonder star
16. The best known 6 across
17. The color of 13 down.
18. What it came upon

FaceTime without stop.
Your friends can be there with you!
Nothing is more pleasant than hanging out with a person who carries on
a FaceTime conversation everywhere
they go. Bring your friend to the kitchen, the store, the bathroom. No one
will mind.

awesome!” and taking pictures yourself to post. Ignore your current festivities. Make sure you know exactly
what all your friends are doing.
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Justin
Tolle

Abbey
Brennan

Center on the football team,
a business management
major & loves to bowl!

Makes great chocolate
chip cookies & gives
amazing back massages.

Freshman:

Freshman:

Hashtag #TaylorU to any
of your Taylor-related
tweets to have it featured
in next week's paper!

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Gabriella Rivera @gabrivera42
high school teachers always
emphasize how serious
professors are in college. in my
9 AM we watched Veggie Tales.
#tayloru
Katherine Kunz @kunzkat12
To the kid on his motorized scooter
upstairs in the library...you're
hilarious. Now put your shirt on
and be respectful towards those
studying :) #deadweek #tayloru
Cat Allocco@ catallocco
i can’t wait to graduate so i can
go to walmart and not have to
drive 30 minutes to get there
#tayloru
Madison May @madmay18
Sometimes I love the community
@tayloru and then I remember
somebody called the cops
because our floor smelled like
candles #tayloru
Teagan Rowley @CUPOF_TEA_gan
are there no boys named chase at
Taylor????? Is chase too secular
of a name???? I need answers
#tayloru
Alex Francis @another_alex7
today my professor had every
single person in my class read
aloud the First Amendment and if
that doesn't scream America idk
what does #TaylorU
Max Urban @MaxUrban14
I’ll say it, Lauren Daigle is my
Christian celebrity crush #tayloru

OPINIONS
TheEchoNews.com

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

Chrysa Keenon
C0-Editor in Chief
Jed Barber
Opinions Editor
Ari Lemont
Copy Chief
Holly Gaskill
News Co-Editor

Gabby Carlson
Co-Editor in Chief
Grace Hooley
Features Editor
Rayce Patterson
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Drew Shriner
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Our View

Christmas confusion
What greeting to use
and when to use it
As the holiday season kicks into gear,
cheerful seasons’ greetings can be
heard in houses, stores and classrooms all over. Many Christians,
going about their daily tasks, don’t
think twice about wishing a “Merry Christmas” to friends and strangers alike. Some instead default to
the more neutral “Happy Holidays.”
Which one is more appropriate,
however, has caused many debates
among the Christian community.
Professor of Philosophy and Religion Jim Spiegel prefers “Merry
Christmas” to “Happy Holidays,” regardless of the beliefs of the person
he is greeting.
“After all, Jesus Christ came as
savior for the entire world, not just
for those who already believe in
him.” Spiegel said. “(But) I certainly
wouldn’t be offended if an observant
Jew or Muslim said ‘Happy Hanukkah’ or ‘Happy Eid Al-Fitr’ to me.”
Though many see no issue with
always using “Merry Christmas,” regardless of context, there are others who many see it as offensive to
those who do not celebrate Christmas, which can cause tension in
relationships.
In this context, both Spiegel and
Graduate Student in Campus Ministries Josh Meredith emphasized politeness and relationships, while still
remaining firm in what they themselves believe.
“Tolerance is not about achieving
some sort of shared secularism but
rather allowing people to express
their religious (as well as political,
artistic, etc.) convictions, including
in the form of polite personal salutations,” Spiegel said.
Meredith uses whichever greeting
he deems appropriate for the situation. In most instances, this means
saying “Merry Christmas,” but in

situations where an individual may
be uncomfortable, Meredith believes
it is worth reconsidering his word
choice. He emphasized the importance of relationships over specific words.
Faculty Adjunct of History Bill
Ringenberg believes that everyone
should choose their own preferred
greeting and be free to do so.
“Each individual should feel free to
use the expression which is natural
for them,” Ringenberg said. “. . . Because I believe in religious freedom
and separation of church and state,
I do not favor using the government
to promote a specific religious view.”
The Editorial Board believes that
usage of the phrase “Merry Christmas” is by no means an obligation,
and we would not be offended by
anyone using other greetings such
as “Happy Holidays.”
On campus, we would say “Merry
Christmas” due to this being a Christian college, where most members of
faculty, staff and student body are all
professing Christians. However in a
context outside of Taylor University
where people we encounter may not,
and likely will not, profess the same
faith, we believe it is good practice to
change our greetings. To a stranger,
we would say “Happy Holidays” in order to avoid unnecessary awkwardness, abrasiveness or offense.
“More important than the choice
of phrase is the position of one’s
heart and attitude towards others,” Meredith said. “If I say ‘Merry Christmas’ but I am intentional
and aware of how others receive it,
I have a better chance of building
a relationship instead of blindly
burning bridges for the sake of my
own preference. As Christians, yes,
we have every right to say ‘Merry
Christmas,’ but is the meaning of the
season really lost if someone prefers
‘Happy Holidays?’”
echo@taylor.edu

“ ‘Language shapes culture,’ Finlay said. ‘It’s the same
with rape culture.’”
When the jokes go too far
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When the jokes go too far

How our words affect
the culture we live in

Not many other topics seem to be drawing as much attention as the discussion
of rape culture. I would say – and I believe this opinion to be quite popular –
that rape is one of the worst crimes that
can be committed. I also believe that
in no circumstance whatsoever is the
blame of the rape to fall on the victim,
regardless of how the victim was dressed
or behaving. There is never any justification for a crime as horrendous as rape.
But what does rape culture refer to
specifically? As opposed to meaning a
culture where rape is tolerated or encouraged, “rape culture” refers to a culture in which rape may be made more
typical due to jokes, actions and primitive mindsets of individuals, specifically males.
Josh Craton, Wengatz hall director,
spoke at the Global Engagement rape
culture panel a few weeks ago.
“A lot of rape culture stems from
modesty culture, and questioning what
women were wearing or how they were
acting,” Craton said. “Many derogatory terms used to describe women often come from how they are dressed or
how they act. Many individuals in culture
would find it ‘understandable’ why those
types of women would be the victims of
rape, and that is not how we can think
as a culture.”
The way that a woman dresses, even
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What we view can have a big effect in our culture.

if it is provocative, should never justify rape. It also is not irregular to hear
terms such as “skank” or “whore” tossed
around in everyday conversation, and to
thus think less of those particular women, or women as a whole.
Sophie Finlay, senior at Taylor, recently took part on a panel regarding rape
culture.
“Language shapes culture,” Finlay
said. “It’s the same with rape culture.”
High school and college males often
have a stigma of making crude jokes
and sadly, that stereotype is often true.
Insensitive jokes regarding women and
sex may not be as prevalent on Taylor’s
campus, but that mindset is still present,
as we are still largely shaped by culture.
According to the Taylor University
clery report of 2017, there have been no
found rape incidents on campus in the
past four years. This statistic is reassuring of the great community that Taylor
holds. I believe that the Godly, positive
community that we foster here at Taylor
plays a big role in keeping crimes such as

rape at a minimum. Does this mean that
incidents of rape have not happened on
Taylor’s campus? Absolutely not. Jesse
Brown, Taylor’s Dean of Students and Title IX Coordinator, inferred that just because there was insufficient evidence of
an incident does not mean that it didn’t
happen. After all, rape is the lowest reported crime in America.
How are we, then, called to respond,
and to assure that rape never happens
on our campus? As followers of Christ,
we are called to a higher standard of
living. Paul writes that we are called to
think and act according to the Spirit, as
opposed to the flesh. I encourage anyone
reading this article to take into consideration the words and jokes that you use
on campus. Are they honoring to God?
Are the respectful of women? As a campus, let’s think before we speak in order to
foster and cultivate this great community
that we have at Taylor. Language shapes
culture. Let’s start shaping Taylor’s culture
in the most Godly way we can.
echo@taylor.edu

Excelsior – Remembering Stan Lee
Paying tribute to
a cultural icon.

On Nov. 12, 2018, Stanley Martin Lieber
died at the age of 95. Better known by
his pen name, Stan Lee, the comic book
pioneer leaves behind an iconic legacy
the scope of which can only be matched
by a handful of artistic titans.
Junior professional writing major
Tucker White noted that despite working in a “niche” medium, at the point of
his death Lee was probably the world’s
most recognizable living writer.
In the 1960s, along with fellow visionaries Jack Kirby and Steve Ditko,
Lee laid the framework for the Marvel
Comics universe, creating an ensemble
of heroes including The Fantastic Four,
Spider-Man, Black Panther, Avengers,
the X-Men and many more.
He would go on to become the public face for the Marvel Comics brand. As
Marvel movies began to dominate the
box office, his popular cameos elevated
him to an instantly recognized pop culture icon. But to understand how Stan
Lee created such a massive legacy of
characters, one must understand the
creative process that drove his writing.
“If you want an audience to find
meaning, they have to understand a
character even if they don’t share their

experience,” said theatre technician
Terrance Volden.
“The heroes didn’t ask for what they
were given,” senior theatre major Emma
Wagoner reflected on the effectiveness
of Lee’s characterization. “They have
to decide what is the right way and the
wrong way to use it. They had struggles
in their life before and often their powers made their lives worse. It made Marvel into a real world with real problems,
more diverse and more relatable than a
lot of what they were competing with.”
That commitment to authentic protagonists defined not by their powers
and mask, but by the person they were
beneath it, revolutionized the comic industry. It almost didn’t happen. Forty
years old and losing patience with what
he viewed as an increasingly stagnant
field, Lee was on the verge of leaving the
field all together. Seeing he had nothing
to lose, his wife Joan encouraged him to
simply write the stories he wanted to
tell. He took this to heart, and the result was decades of heroes full of flaws,
mistakes and self-doubt.
Lee’s commitment to telling honest
stories even in an outlandish world
didn’t stop with the heroes. He filled
his world with complex antagonists
touched on themes and issues pulled
straight from the news happening just
outside his window. When faced with
criticism for the “moralizing” within his
company’s series, he responded that, “A
story without a message is like a man
without a soul . . . Just because something is for fun doesn’t mean we have

to blanket our brains when we read it!”
Late in his life, he recalled that at
first he was embarrassed that he was
writing comics while his friends built
bridges or earned medical degrees.
But he would go on to realize the power of entertainment to uplift the human spirit, and it was that belief that
powered his career to tell comic stories
that were more than the sum of their
expectations.
When Stan Lee died, the world lost a
genius, but he left it a little more “marvelous” because he was here. His legacy
is more than the characters he created,
who will keep his name alive long after
he is gone. At its purest, he represents
the inspiration he has passed down to
generations of artists and is sure to do
the same for generations to come: That
speaking truth through honest storytelling can move an audience to look
up to the heavens and aspire towards
a better tomorrow.
echo@taylor.edu
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Stan Lee has created some of
our favorite Marvel heroes.

Letter-to-the-editor
The biggest social
issue no one wants
to talk about...
Imagine a war that is waging between
140 million people today. Every day in this
war there are millions of casualties, sacrifices and leaders being born out of the
rubble. At risk are the social injustices of
all people throughout the world. The sad
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The debate of what seasonal greeting to use affects much of our lives.

reality? This war does exist. A war no one
wants to talk about in person. The first
ever online war. PewDiePie, the current
most subscribed channel on YouTube
(74 million subscribers), needs your help!
As of this very minute, the war is being
waged against T-Series, a media company that posts Bollywood movie and
music trailers on their YouTube channel. The company has been suspected of
using “sub-bots” to fake their subscriber

count. If T-Series keeps gaining subscribers, PewDiePie will no longer be number
one. We cannot let this happen. If we are
going to win, we need you! Here’s what
we need you to do. 1. Go to youtube.com
with your google account logged in. 2.)
Unsubscribe from T-Series 3.) Subscribe
to Pewdiepie. Do your part!
By: Maggie Cripe, Sam Serrato,
Peter Williams, Hannes Widrig and
Joshua Meeks

NEWS

“ISP also hopes that students returning from the
trip will get involved in leadership on campus.”
ISP focuses on Irish women in leadership
next fall
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Truax creates audio app for Amazon Alexa
Senior develops
high-quality sounds
Rayce Patterson
News Co-Editor

Senior Caleb Truax III started the
company Drift Sounds while still a
student at Taylor University.
Truax is a film and computer science student who has worked on
projects like the student short films,
“The Summer of ‘59” and “Nuworld,”
according to his website. However,
his entrepreneurial spirit led him
and his business partner, Timothy
Woten from technology company
Sweetwater, to create Drift Sounds.
Drift Sounds produces audio to
help people study, focus and sleep.
These sounds are recorded naturally with high-quality equipment using
binaural audio recording techniques.
Binaural audio allows for the simulation of 360-degree sound, so the user
feels like they are hearing as close
to the original sounds as possible.
These sounds have been recorded
in several places in Fort Wayne and
around Lake Michigan.
“There are a ton of applications
. . . that can help individuals sleep,
but they’re not really high-quality
sounds,” Truax said. “We’re talking
like high-quality audio that you can
actually notice the difference.”
Another technique Drift Sounds
employs is producing audio that
does not loop. Many current sound
apps loop after five to 10 minutes of
audio, according to Truax. By comparison, with Drift Sounds, you
could fall asleep to a track and wake
up and not have heard the same section of audio looped. According to
Truax, their audio tracks only loop
after about 12 hours.
In order to test their audio with the
public, Truax decided to stream their
audio on Twitch, a video and audio service where users can stream
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Senior Caleb Truax has created a binaural audio app for study, focus and sleep.

content as it is happening live. Within the first 16 days, Truax’s stream got
over 1.2 million minutes streamed,
and is currently close to 90,000 listeners on Twitch. However, Truax
wants to go beyond this and design
a Drift Sounds Skill, which is a voice
application for Amazon’s Alexa.
“The Alexa market is growing at a
rapid rate, they’re seeing about a 30
percent increase in sales every year,”
Truax said. “So, you’re talking about
millions and millions of more people every year using these devices.

And so now that they’re going to
be . . . all in your home, and in your
car, there’s some great usage, and
I want to be on the forefront of
that market.”
Drift Sounds is not the only project
that Truax is working on that will be
compatible with the Alexa and other
voice-command devices. This past
summer, Truax created a company
with computer science student, senior Seth Lugibihl, called LT Labs.
One project Lugibihl launched was
Voiciety, which is an online space for

people to submit their Alexa Skills
and communicate with other Skill
developers. Truax and Lugibihl started working together in order to help
each other with their different projects, ear credibility among developers and to also better the small
community of Skill developers, according to Truax.
“People would say they would
never bank on their iPhone, like six
to seven years ago . . . and now 70
percent of online banking is done
through the mobile device,” said

Truax. “That’s a very reminiscent
thing we are looking at right now
in the voice arena, where there is
a lot of people in it, but people aren’t going after it hardcore yet, and
so we’re wanting to bring in that entrepreneurial side of making these
apps kind of break barriers in the social . . . productivity aspect, and really
open up the platform to be all that it
can be and really grow the market to
where the iPhone and mobile space
is right now.”
echo@taylor.edu

ISP focuses on Irish women
in leadership next fall
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Upland Town Council President John Bonham, Town Manager Jonathan Perez and Council Member
Ron Sutherland are some of the decision makers when it comes to townadditions like Dollar General.

New
Dollar
General
on
Main
Street
Convenience
store invests in Upland
Taylor Budzikowski
Staff Writer

A new Dollar General location will
open in Upland on Jan. 26, 2019 to
fill community needs.
The new business will be located
on Main Street, and construction of
the Dollar General location began
between late summer and early fall
of 2018.
According to the Chronicle Tribune, the store will create 6–8 jobs
for local residents.
“I think it definitely fills a void,”
Upland Town Manager Jonathan Perez said. “I would say that day-to-day
purchases, the normal every day of
life purchases . . . Upland residents .
. . can purchase here without having
to drive to Marion or Muncie.”
The new Dollar General will offer
residents a more extensive selection
of goods and services, create revenue and reflect Upland’s growth
and development.
According to Upland Town Council Member Ron Sutherland, Dollar General has been trying to
come to Upland for the past 10 to
15 years. In addition, the business
strategically places locations in

small communities.
Dollar General has invested over
1.5 million dollars into the town of
Upland through the new building
which will create revenue for the
small town.
“When you look at a rural Indiana location, actually Upland is
one of the few growing,” Sutherland
said. “It is not fast, but it is one of
the few growing communities in all
of Grant County.”
According to Sutherland, Dollar
General has validated the potential
development of the town through its
new footprint in Upland.
However, rezoning a residential lot
to a new business lot was originally
met with some concerns.
Sutherland felt that the small size
of the residential lot next to the Marathon gas station on South Main
Street in Upland could not accommodate a new business. In addition, he respected the frustrations of
neighbors who did not want to live
next door to a new establishment.
To accommodate concerns, the
town council approved a second
residential lot to provide adequate
space for the new business.
In addition, the Dollar General
will have downlit, rather than neon
lit, signage to respect neighbors
across the street from the business.

Since the new Dollar General will
likely increase traffic on Main Street,
Upland may gain the long-awaited stoplight at the intersection of
Main Street and East Berry/East
600 South Street soon.
Many individuals may wonder
whether the Dollar$Mart in Upland
will be able to stay in business with
the new and larger Dollar General
opening in January.
Sutherland responded by recalling that he did not think three gas
stations could survive in Upland, yet
all three gas stations have received
adequate business.
“It is ultimately up to the owners of those businesses to figure out
what allows them to have a different
market,” Sutherland said. “Our hope
would be that (Dollar$Mart) does
not (go out of business).”
Sutherland and Perez anticipate
that the healthy competition between the new Dollar General and
established Dollar Smart will improve both businesses respectively.
In the future, Sutherland hopes
the New Dollar General might attract new restaurants, like Grains
and Grill in Fairmount, IN, and
amenities, such as artisan shops,
to Upland to further develop the
thriving town.
echo@taylor.edu
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Juniors Sarah Brennan and Meghann Rauser sled in a rare Irish snowstorm.

Themed semester
starting fall 2019
Cheri Stutzman
Staff Writer

The Irish Studies Programme (ISP)
has announced a new focus for fall
of 2019: women in leadership.
The Irish Studies Programme is
a semester-long study abroad program during which students live in
Greystones, Ireland and experience
the country through the classes and
trips they take throughout the semester. Classes and activities will focus
on learning about topics of women in
leadership throughout Ireland along
with participating in leadership opportunities at the same time.
According to the ISP website, while
in Ireland, students stay at a conference center for the Young Women’s
Christian Association (YWCA). It’s an
organization that works with women and issues surrounding women’s
rights
ISP recognized what this organization was doing and the resources they
had and decided to see how Taylor’s
program could be influenced by the
YWCA.
“The main thing that sparked this
is that potential synergy with the
YWCA in Ireland, which has a similar
ethos as Taylor in terms of being very
much a faith based organization that
really does retain that original vision

of helping provide these opportunities particularly for women,” Jennifer
Moeschberger, director of the Irish
Studies Programme said.
Part of the program will be to do a
conference on the same topic.
Senior Katie Klingstedt, an intern
for ISP and a student who did the program for a semester, said she hopes
the new focus will help people see
what Ireland looks like today. She also
wants it to help students be able to
get more involved in the community.
“It’s going one step further, right,”
Klingstedt said. “We’re actually going
show them what’s going on and let
them . . . have conversations with people who are doing things in Ireland.”
Moeschberger stated that the program is not meant to exclude men,
rather she would love to see one or
two men who would be interested in
going.
ISP also hopes that students returning from the trip will get involved in
leadership on campus.
They envision a new cabinet under
the Global Engagement office where
students can be on a cabinet that
works with students returning from
trips abroad, whether that’s study
abroad or another trip. They would
help those students debrief and process their times abroad.
“I think there’s a need around
processing and integrating and
debriefing global experiences,”
ISP continues on Page 8
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“Human trafficking is a huge issue today that can
be disguised in many forms.”
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This June, 32 pregnant Cambodian mothers were arrested on the
grounds of trafficking their unborn
children. These women were acting
as surrogate mothers for Chinese
families and planned to sell their
babies after giving birth.
Women declared that they had
been offered up to $10,000 for this
service while the average annual income in Cambodia is a mere $1,490.
Foreign couples often seek surrogates in developing countries because the service is much cheaper
than in developed nations. In the
U.S. or Australia it is not uncommon
for surrogate mothers to charge
around $150,000.
In 2016, surrogacy was outlawed
in Cambodia and the National
Committee for Counter Trafficking
(NCCT) has been working to ensure
the sale of children is prevented.
Due to the fact that surrogacy is
now viewed as human trafficking in
Cambodia, any involvement in the
process results in jail time.
These 32 women were released
from a police hospital this week after promising to raise the children
on their own and not sell them to
other families. If they do not keep
this agreement they will face up to
15 years in prison.
The official involved stated that
the NCCT asked for these women to be released for the sake of
their innocent babies although the
mothers committed a crime. It is
not clear whether the mothers are

genetically tied to these children or
simply carrying another couple’s
fertilized embryo. This does not
matter to Cambodia’s Secretary of
State for the Interior Ministry, Chou
Bun Eng.
"The woman takes care of them
and feeds them for more than nine
months before the embryo becomes
human, so how can you give the children to someone else?" Chou said.
After China began to release their
one-child rule the demand for surrogate mothers had increased. Sadly, a
string of scandals resulted. One example was a baby with Down’s syndrome who was abandoned by the
Australian couple who paid a Thai
mother to carry him.
Cambodia is not alone in this
movement against commercial surrogacy. India, New Zealand, Canada, Denmark and the UK have taken
the same steps in fighting this trade.
However, in other nations where it
is not regulated, this is still a flourishing industry.
Human trafficking is a huge issue
today that can be disguised in many
forms. There are so many layers that
it can be difficult to determine what
qualifies as immoral. As advocates
for justice it is important to look
deeper into issues than what may
appear on the surface. The cycle of
poverty and manipulation continuously feed this industry and it is not
uncommon for the victims to be the
ones punished. Please pray for the
people around the world who are
trapped in any form of human trafficking and pray for wisdom as organizations decide who to prosecute
in various situations.
echo@taylor.edu
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The death of George H. W. Bush
Chrysa Keenon

Is surrogacy trafficking?
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On Friday, Nov. 30, former President
of the United States George Herbert
Walker Bush died at the age of 94.
According to CNN, the body was
brought to the U.S. Capitol rotunda
on Monday and lay in state through
Wednesday morning. The casket of

the 41st president was available for
viewing for government officials and
the public. Even Sully, Bush's service
dog, was in attendance. Former President George W. Bush delivered a eulogy about his father on Wednesday
morning.
"President George H.W. Bush led
a life that exemplified what is truly great about America," an official

Special Assistant of Diversity
Holly Gaskill
News Co-Editor

On Nov. 9 The Echo published an
article entitled, “New diversity position created” by Echo News Co-Editor Rayce Patterson, which covered

hiring for the new administrative role
special assistant to the president for
diversity initiatives.
Starting Jan. 2, Rev. Greg Dyson will
be taking this position at Taylor. Currently, Dyson is serving as director
of intercultural leadership at Cedarville University. Dyson has previously

statement from the White House
said. "As with so many of his generation, the Greatest Generation,
President Bush worked selflessly throughout his long life to bring
about a world of justice and lasting
peace. With his passing, we mark one
of the last pages of a defining chapter
in American history."
echo@taylor.edu
served as a senior pastor, chaplain,
associate pastor and youth pastor
in multiple congregations.
In this role, Dyson will build on
existing intercultural initiatives,
as well as serve on the President’s
Cabinet, Deans’ Council, and the
Student Development Leadership
Team.
echo@taylor.edu
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Moeschberger said.
This cabinet would give students a
chance to get that debriefing as well
as provide leadership opportunities
for students returning from a semester like this one.

Moeschberger also hopes this new
focus will help students discover
their own potential. She stated that
study abroad, in general, provides a
lot of opportunities for exploring your
own potential.
“I think for the topic of women in
leadership the potential to consider

your own gifting’s and how you want
to use those … and developing even
some sense of agency or voice or confidence in stepping into the things,”
Moeschberger said. “I think it creates
some time and space to let that kind
of percolate.”
echotaylor.edu

